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SUMMARY

The Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) system is intended for DOD and NASA space vehicle
(S/V) launches from the Shuttle Orbiter. Prior to and during the IUS launch, commands
must be transmitted to the S/V and IUS and the telemetry data must be communicated to
the Orbiter. This paper describes the communication links between the IUS and the
Orbiter, with particular emphasis on the RF link equipment and performance. The
transponder equipment carried on board the IUS system is also described.

INTRODUCTION

The Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) system is a part of the Space Transportation System
(STS). The IUS is intended for carrying out both the DOD missions and the NASA
missions. The STS missions involving the IUS include (1) launching payloads into earth
orbits and planetary trajectories, (2) recovering payloads from low-earth orbits, and (3)
performing other space missions as required.

Because of the versatility of the IUS system, the telemetry, tracking and command
(TT&C) subsystems carried by the IUS must be compatible with both DOD and NASA
formats. This applies to both the IUS/Orbiter links and to IUS/ground links.
Consequently, the avonics equipment carried by the IUS and on board the Orbiter must
be compatible with both DOD SGLS and NASA STDN/TDRS systems.

It is the purpose of this paper, therefore, to provide the description of the IUS/Orbiter
radio link with specific emphasis on the TT&C equipment carried by the Orbiter for the
purpose of communicating with the IUS during both the DOD and NASA missions. The
corresponding equipment carried by the IUS is also described in this paper.



IUS/SHUTTLE ORBITER COMMUNICATION INTERFACE DEFINITION

The block diagram representation of the IUS/Shuttle Orbiter avionics subsystems is
shown in Figure 1. This figure applies to both the hardline and RF links. The Orbiter
avionics equipment shown in Figure 1 can be logically subdivided into four categories.
The first category includes the equipment which performs payload RF and baseband
signal processing functions. This category includes the Payload Interrogator (PI), Payload
Signal Processor (PSP), Communication Interface Unit (CIU), and Ku-Band Signal
Processor (KuSP). The second category consists of the equipment which handles and
processes the IUS commands and telemetry on the actual data format level. Included in
this category are the Payload Data Interleaver (PDI), PCM Master Unit (PCMMU),
Network Signal Processor (NSP), and General-Purpose Computer (GPC). The third
category includes the radio equipment which is used for communicating the IUS data to
and from the ground. The Ku-Band Communication Transmitter/Receiver, the S-Band
Network Transponder and the FM S-Band Transmitter belong in this category. Into the
fourth category we have arbitrarily included the support equipment such as payload
recorder, Mutiplexer/ Demultiplexer units (MDM’s) and the associated interface
equipment.

The IUS avionics equipment consists of either an SGLS transponder for the DOD
missions or an STDN/TDRS transponder for the NASA missions. The hardline signal
processing equipment on board the IUS provides for the communication with the Orbiter
during the attached phase.

The major emphasis of this paper is on the RF communications between the Orbiter and
the IUS when the latter is in the detached configuration. The attached mode is discussed
only briefly for the purpose of completeness.

Therefore, from the standpoint of the avionics system description, we will concentrate on
the Shuttle avionics equipment in the first category and the SGSL as well as STDN/TDRS
transponders on board the IUS. The performance of the RF link will be described,
therefore, in terms of this equipment.

A.   Attached IUS Communication

In the attached mode, a hard line (umbilical) provides two-way communication between
the IUS and the Orbiter. Scientific data, engineering data, guidance, navigation and attitude
control data (GN&C) are received by the Orbiter from the IUS. Alternately, command
data, GN&C, and uplink data are transmitted to the IUS from the Orbiter.



For the scientific data, only limited processing (i.e., as required to throughput data to a
ground terminal is provided for IUS medium-band and wideband data inputs (inputs in the
range of 16-256 kbps). For data rates below 64 kbps, the scientific data can be routed
through the PDT to the PCMMU, where it is made available to the general-purpose
computers (GPC) for processing and on-board display. A payload specialist crew
member may then interface directly with a specific experiment, as required. Medium-band
scientific data is routed to the receiving ground terminal via either the S-band FM link or
the Ku-band system, as follows:

(1) S-band FM
Analog: 300 Hz - 4 MHz

or
Digital: 200 bps - 5 Mbps NRZ-L, or

200 bps - 2 Mbps biphase-L

(2) Ku-band
Analog: DC - 4.5 MHz BW

plus
Digital: 16 kbps - 1024 Mbps biphase-L

or 16 kbps - 2 Mbps NRZ-L, M or S.

The Ku-band wideband analog channel input (DC - 4.5 MHz) can be used by the IUS or
CIU for analog telemetry as a transparent throughput channel, which provides flexibility
and minimum Orbiter processing. Capability is constrained only by the KuSP bandwidth.

The PDT provides the capability to receive engineering data from up to five attached
payloads simultaneously. The PDT then decommutates up to four of these inputs and
provides time-tagged, time-homogenous data from these four payloads simultaneously to
the Orbiter data processing subsystem (DPS) for on-board display and/or transmission to
the ground via OI downlink. The throughput data rate (composite PDI output to the
PCMMU) is limited to 64 kbps maximum on-orbit and 5 kbps for ascent.

A capability for direct recording of certain types of payload data is also provided on
board the Orbiter. The payload recorder has 14 tracks capable of serial or parallel
recording of digital and analog data. Data rates from 25.5 kbps to 1.024 Mbps and analog
data of 1.9 kHz to 2 MHz may be recorded. A minimum record time of 56 minutes is
provided at the maximum data rate. Simultaneous analog/digital parallel recording is
limited to the first record pass. Subsequent passes are restricted to sequential single-
channel digital records. A total of 14 tape speeds (four per mission) are available and
selectable by on-board or ground control.



Guidance, navigation and attitude control services are provided for the IUS by the CIU or
PSP using an MDM/GPC/MDM interface. Over this interface, the Orbiter provides state
vector update data words to the IUS. The CIU transmits the Orbiter state vector data to
the IUS using the SGLS command format of ternary frequency-shift-keying (FSK) with
“S” tones of 65 kHz, “0” tones of 76 kHz, and “1” tones of 95 kHz. The PSP transmits
the Orbiter state vector data to the NASA IUS on a 16-kHz sine wave subcarrier at a
binary command data rate of 2 kbps.

B.   Detached IUS Communication

The basic low rate data-processing/display services provided for the attached IUS are
also provided for detached or deployed IUS via an S-band RF communications link
between the IUS and the Orbiter. Figure 1 shows the interfacing hardware that supports
this link. Note that, when a spacecraft is launched by the IUS, the spacecraft
communicates only in the attached mode through the IUS, as indicated in Figure 1. Also
note that the PI cannot communicate with the IUS and the spacecraft simultaneously. The
Orbiter S-band transceiver (PI) supporting RF communications with detached payloads is
compatible frequency-wise with STDN, SGLS, and DSN-compatible payloads. The PI is
capable of operating at approximately 850 selectable frequencies in the 2200-2300 MHz
range.

Telemetry signals in the Orbiter standard mode of operation are routed from the PI, after
carrier demodulation, to the PSP or CIU, where the data is demodulated off of a
1.024 MHz subcarrier (and a 1.7 MHz subcarrier by the CIU). The data is then routed to
the PDI/PCMMU/GPC for decommutation processing, display and downlinking in the
same manner as the attached IUS or payload.

Data rates that can be accommodated by the PSP in the standard mode are 16,8 4,2 and 1
kbps. Processing of 16 kbps may be provided by the CIU. When the CIU is used for
DOD missions, the PSP is bypassed.

ORBITER AVIONICS EQUIPMENT SERVING THE IUS

A.   Payload Interrogator (PI)

The function of the PI is to provide the RF communication link between the Orbiter and
detached payloads. For communication with the NASA payloads and the NASA IUS, the
PI operates in conjunction with the PSP. During DOD missions, the PI is interfaced with
the CIU. Nonstandard (bent-pipe) data received by the PI from either NASA or DOD
payloads is delivered to the KuSP, where it is processed for transmission to the ground
via the Shuttle/TDRSS link.



Simultaneous RF transmission and reception is the primary mode of PI operation with
NASA IUS, DOD IUS, and payloads. The Orbiter-to-payload link carries the commands
while the payload-to-Orbiter link communicates the telemetry data. In addition to this
duplex operation, the PI provides the “transmit only” and “receive only” modes of
communication with some payloads.

Figure 2 shows the functional block diagram for the PI. The antenna connects to an input/
output RF port which is common to the receiver and transmitter of the PI unit. Because of
a requirement to operate the PI simultaneously with the Shuttle/ground S-band network
transponder which radiates and receives on the same frequency bands, a dual triplexer is
employed.

The receiver frequency and phase-tracking loop begins at the second mixer. As shown in
Figure 2, the output of the first IF amplifier is down-converted to the second IF as a result
of mixing with a variable second LO frequency, fLO2. Demodulation to baseband of the
second IF signal is accomplished by mixing with a reference frequency, fR. The output of
the tracking phase detector, after proper filtering, is applied to the control terminals of a
VCO which provides the second local oscillator signal, thereby closing the tracking loop.

For the purpose of frequency acquisition, the local oscillator frequency may be swept
over a ±80 kHz (minimum) uncertainty region. Sweep is terminated when the output of a
coherent amplitude detector (CAD) exceeds a preset threshold, indicating that the carrier
tracking loop has attained lock. The output of the CAD also provides the AGC to the first
IF amplifier.

A wideband phase detector is used to demodulate the telemetry signals from the carrier.
The output of this detector is filtered, envelope level controlled, and buffered for delivery
to the PSP, CIU, and KuSP.

The PI receiver frequency synthesizer provides the tunable first LO frequency and the
corresponding exciter frequency to the transmitter synthesizer. It also delivers a reference
signal to the transmitter phase modulator. Baseband NASA or DOD commmand signals
modulate the phase of this reference signal which, in turn, is supplied to the transmitter
synthesizer. There it is upconverted to either the NASA or DOD transmit frequency and
applied to the power amplifier.

B.   Payload Signal Processor (PSP)

The PSP performs the following functions: (1) it modulates NASA IUS and payload
commands onto a 16 kHz sinusoidal subcarrier and delivers the resultant signal to the PI
and attached payload umbilical, (2) it demodulates the NASA IUS and payload telemetry



data from the 1.024 MHz subcarrier signal provided by the PI, and (3) it performs bit and
frame synchronization of demodulated telemetry data and delivers this data and its clock
to the PDI. The PSP also transmits status messages to the Orbiter GPC; the status
messages allow the GPC to control and configure the PSP and validate command
messages prior to transmission.

The functional block diagram for the PSP is shown in Figure 3. The PSP configuration
and payload command data are input to the PSP via a bidirectional serial interface.
Transfer of data in either direction is initiated by discrete control signals. Data words 20
bits in length (16 information, 1 parity, 3 synchronization) are transferred across the
bidirectional interface at a burst rate of 1 Mbps, and the serial words received by the PSP
are applied to word validation logic which examines their structure. Failure of the
incoming message to pass a validation test results in a request for a repeat of the message
from the GPC.

Command data is further processed and validated as to content and the number of
command words. The function of the command buffers is to perform data rate
conversion from the 1 Mbps bursts to one of the selected standard command rates (see
Table 1). Command rate and format are specified through the configuration message
control subunit.

From the message buffers, the command bits are fed via the idle pattern selector and
generator to the subcarrier biphase modulator. The idle pattern (which, in many cases,
consists of alternating “ones” and “zeros”) precedes the actual command word, and is
usually also transmitted in lieu of command messages. Subcarrier modulation is PSK
NRZ-L only.

The 1.024 MHz telemetry subcarrier from the PI is applied to the PSK subcarrier
demodulator. The demodulated bit stream is input to the bit synchronizer subunit, where a
DTTL bit synchronization loop provides timing to an integrate-and-dump matched filter.
This filter optimally detects and reclocks the telemetry data. From the frame synchronizer,
the telemetry data with corrected frame synchronization words and clock are fed to the
PDI.

C.   Communication Interface Unit (CIU)

The primary function of the CIU is to provide command and telemetry data conditioning
between the Orbiter and the IUS transponder. The CIU consists physically of four boxes
and two control panels mounted in an Orbiter standard console. The CIU accepts
command data from one of five sources, as follows:



1. S-band MDM
2. KuSP
3. GN&C MDM
4. Crew-generated data from control panel
5. T-0 umbilical.
Input command data is validated, formatted, modulated on an SGLS baseband carrier
(see Figure 4A) at 1 k baud, and forwarded to one of six destinations. In the attached
mode, the CIU forwards the conditional command data directly over hard line to one of
two redundant IUS transponders on one of two IUS’s in the Orbiter payload bay. In the
detached mode, the CIU forwards the conditioned command data to one of two
redundant PI’s for RF transmission to the IUS transponder.

The CIU receives IUS telemetry over hard line (attached) and from the PI (detached). In
the attached or hard-line mode, the CIU receives data from one of two IUS’s and
provides selected telemetry data (NRZ-L) to the COMSEC and the PDI. The CIU
provides the same telemetry data after NRZ-L to biphase-L conversion for selection to the
Payload Recorder (PR), FMSP or KuSP. The CIU also receives NRZ-L data from the
Wideband Data Interleaver (WBDI) on the CIU and performs NRZ-L to biphase-L
conversion. The WBDI data is selected to be supplied to the PR, FMSP or KuSP. The
IUS EMU analog environmental data is received by the CIU for selection to the PR. In the
detached or RF mode, the CIU receives telemetry data from one of the two PI’s as a
PSK subcarrier (1.024 MHz) frequency multiplexed with FM/FM environmental data on a
1.7 MHz subcarrier. The CIU performs PSK demodulation and bit synchronization to
generate NRZ-L telemetry data and clock to be supplied to the PDI. The same telemetry
data is NRZ-L to biphase-L converted to selection to the PR, FMSP or KuSP. The CIU
performs FM demodulation on the 1.7 MHz subcarrier to generate three-channel FM (16,
24 and 32 kHz). The CIU provides the three-channel FM plus a 100kHz reference for
selection to the PR.

Figure 4B shows a simplified block diagram of the CIU. Microprocessor technology is
fundamental to the CIU operation. The microprocessor performs the bit synchronization
function on the telemetry data for processing by a COMSEC and receives telemetry data
(NRZ-L) and clock from the COMSEC. The microprocessor performs frame
synchronization, VCC extraction (required for DOD commands), command
authentication, and determines command rejection. The microprocessor also accepts
GN&C data and provides the command generator function to send GN&C or crew-
generated command data to the FM/AM modulator. The required binary-to-ternary
conversion on the command data is also performed by the microprocessor. Additional
functions performed by the microprocessor are CIU mode control and status display.



D.   Ku-Band Signal Processor (KuSP)

The KuSP receives IUS and payload data from the PI, PSP, CIU, PR, operational
recorder (OR), and attached payload interface (API). Similarly, the KuSP transmits data
to the IUS and payload via the CIU or NSP/GPC/PSP (or CIU). Table 2 presents the
characteristics of the data that are handled by the KuSP. The 216 kbps data shown for the
forward link originates at the TDRSS ground station and can be 72 kbps command data
to the NSP, 128 kbps DOD command data to the CIU, 128 kbps text and graphics data
and 216 kbps data containing 72 kbps command data plus digital voice data that is sent
directly to the NSP.

Figure 5 illustrates the functional processing of the KuSP for data to be transmitted to the
IUS and payload (i.e., the forward link). When the forward link contains the normal
S-band 216 kbps operational data of the 72 kbps command data plus digital voice data,
the data mode select is set to transfer the data directly to NSP1 and NSP2 without any
processing in the KuSP. Note that, in this data select position, the possible data rates are
32, 72, 96 and 216 kbps. When the 216 kbps forward link data contains either text and
graphics data or DOD command data, then data mode select is set to transfer the 72 kbps
command data to NSP1 and NSP2. The 128 kbps DOD command data is actually 2 kbps
which has been coded to use the available 128 kbps data rate without having to modify
the KuSP bit synchronizer or frame synchronizer design.

The characteristics of the data that must be processed by the KuSP on the return link are
quite varied, as shown in Table 2. The return link is transmitted in one or two modes
which are identified by the type of carrier modulation utilized. Mode 1 implements
unbalanced quadriphase-shift-keying (UQPSK) while Mode 2 implements FM. In both
modes of operation, two of the channels (1 and 2) UQPSK modulate a subcarrier. Mode
1 utilizes this modulated subcarrier along with the third channel to UQPSK the carrier, as
shown in Figure 6. Mode 2 linearly sums the modulated subcarrier with the third channel
and frequency modulates the carrier with the resultant summed signal, as shown in
Figure 7.

Channel 1 always (Modes 1 and 2) carries the operations data of 192 kbps consisting of
128 kbps telemetry data and two 32 kbps delta-modulated voice channels. Similarly, the
data on Channel 2 does not change from Mode 1 to Mode 2. Channel 2 carries the output
from the PR, the OR, and the PSP as well as low rate data for the API and narrowband
bent-pipe data from the PI. The range of data rates handled by the KuSP Channel 2 is
shown in Table 2 to be 16-1024 kbps Manchester-coded data, 16-2000 kbps NRZ-coded
data or DC-2 MHz analog bent-pipe data.



The data carried on Channel 3 in Mode 1 is digital data of 2-50 Mbps (NRZ) which is rate
1/2-constraint length 7, convolutionally encoded by the KuSP to maintain adequate
performance margin at bit error probability of 10-6. Because the output data rate of the
convolutional encoder is twice the input, the input data clock must be doubled by the
KuSP.

IUS COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

Two Orbiter/IUS communication configurations will be used for the DOD and NASA
IUS missions. Operational constraints, however, may require the use of a DOD IUS for
NASA payload missions such as the TDRS launch. The DOD IUS uses the SGLS
transponder for communications with the Orbiter. Alternately, the NASA IUS uses the
STDN/TRDRS transponder in the STDN mode for communications with the Orbiter.

A.   IUS SGLS Transponder

The telemetry, tracking and command (TT&C) SGLS transponder acquires and tracks,
with a phase-locked loop, an incoming S-band signal and provides demodulated
spacecraft commands to the decoder. The transponder also receives data and telemetry
from the spacecraft and phase modulates this information and the internally demodulated
ranging tones onto an S-band 3W carrier which is provided to the antenna for downlink
transmission.

The transponder shown in a functional block diagram, Figure 8, is a single unit consisting
of an S-band receiver, transmitter and the auxiliary circuitry. This transponder
configuration performs the following functions:

• Searches and acquires an SGLS-compatible S-band signal with modulation
• Provides a coherent link, when in the VCXO mode, with a fixed 256/205 transmit-to-

receive frequency ratio
• Provides a noncoherent stable return link signal when in the auxiliary oscillator mode
• Receives, demodulates command signals, outputting commands and clock signals
• Receives, demodulates to baseband, and remodulates ranging signals on the return

link carrier to provide coherent turn-around ranging
• Accepts, modulates and transmits various analog and digital telemetry data on the

return link
• Provides telemetry outputs of key transponder parameters and operational status of

the transponder
• Operates in the receive and transmit modes independently by way of having separate

dc-to-dc converters.



The receiver utilizes a dual downconversion, fully phase-coherent design, incorporating a
second-order phase-lock loop. S-band input signals in the frequency range of 1763-1840
MHz are amplified in a low noise preamplifier before downconversion to a first IF
frequency of approximately 44 MHz. Amplification, gain control and bandwidth limiting
are accomplished in the first IF circutis before further downconversion to 12.515 MHz. 

Then the signal is further amplified and sent to the demodulator module circuits. Here four
functions are performed:

• Acquisition. Operates in conjunction with the discriminator module to acquire an
SGLS signal (including modulation).

• Phase detection. A predetection filter (30 kHz crystal filter) reduces the noise
spectrum before phase detection takes place in the carrier tracking phase lock loop.
Loop bandwidth (BL) is 2 kHz.

• Coherent amplitude detection. Another detector, using a 90° phase-shifted reference,
produces an output proportional to the RF carrier amplitude. This output forms the
correction signal in the automatic gain control (AGC) loop and signal strength
information for telemetry.

• Wideband detection. A wideband phase detector/frequency discriminator which,
unlike the above two detectors, is not preceded by a narrowband filter, is used to
demodulate the phase modulation from the uplink carrier. The output of this
demodulator provides the wideband data output to the baseband circuits where
filtering separates ranging and command data. The discriminator function of this
module does not allow the receiver to acquire to a sideband and, upon carrier
acquisition, commands the sweep off in the demodulator. The module supplies the
command tones to the FSK tone demodulator and the ranging information to the
baseband conditioner.

The S-band transmitter operates from an internal auxiliary oscillator in the noncoherent
mode, or from a VCXO output provided by the receiver (coherent mode). Selection of
the source can be determined by command or will be automatically set by the phase lock
status of the receiver. Both sources are at a frequency of 2fo, approximately 17.5 MHz.
Frequency multipliers utilizing SAW filters increase the output frequency to S-band at
256 fo. Phase modulation is performed at 1/4 the output frequency, approximately
560 MHz. The modulator utilizes a quadrature hybrid terminated in voltage variable
reactances to achieve linear phase modulation.



Digital telemetry and data are biphase modulated on 1.024 MHz subcarrier while the
analog data is FM modulated onto a 1.7 MHz subcarrier. These signals are summed with
the turnaround ranging tones before they are provided to the linear-phase modulator. An
option is available to replace the 1.7 MHz FM subcarrier with a 1.7 MHz biphase
modulated subcarrier. The transmitter also provides variable modulation indices of the
subcarrier automatically when either of the subcarriers are commanded off.

The S-band power amplifiers are wideband circuits culminating in a circulator protecting
the 2.5 to 3.5W output from shorted or open loads. A separate high efficiency dc-dc
power converter provides operating power to the transmitter upon command.

B. IUS STDN/TDRS Transponder

The STDN/TDRS transponder isa multimode device capable of receiving and transmitting
signals compatible with both the STDN and TDRS operational modes and signal formats.
An abbreviated block diagram of the transponder is shown in Figure 9. A summary of
transponder functions is given below:

• Provides two-way coherent communications with the Orbiter, STDN ground station
or TDRS satellites a the appropriate S-band frequency

• Transponds with a coherency ratio of 240/221

• Acquires and demodulates STDN signals in 1/2 second ($ -117 dBm) when
commanded to the STDN ONLY fast acquisition mode

• Recognizes, acquires and demodulates either STDN or TDRS signals when
commanded to the DUAL mode; transponder recognizes signals based on the signal
structure rather than on the signal level

• Incorporates a command decoder unit which demodulates the STDN subcarrier and
recovers the 2 kbps clock and data signals in either mode; a data squelch circuit
based on the measurement of EB/No is also included

• Removes the 3 Mbps spread spectrum code from the TDRS command channel
signal and recovers the range synchronization from the TDRS spread spectrum range
channel signal

• QPSK or PM modulates the coherent S-band transmit carrier with telemetry and
ranging data; in TDRS, the carrier is also coherently spread at about 3 Mbps



• Provides noncoherent telemetry transmission in the absence of received signals or
when commanded.

The basic transponder configuration is the same for both the STDN and TDRS modes;
that is, both are configured to utilize the same frequency plan, receiver and transmitter RF
and IF modules. When communicating with the Orbiter, the transponder is configured to
the STDN mode.

The received signal is amplified by a low noise preamplifier prior to a first
downconversion to approximately 47 MHz. A second coherent downconversion brings
the signal to the second IF (FR = 13.8 MHz); due to the design of the frequency plan, this
second IF operates at a fixed frequency regardless of the input frequency. The second IF
signal is divided three ways and is simultaneously sent to the discriminator, the carrier
(coherent) demodulator and the spread spectrum processor. The discriminator is
employed as an aid to fast acquisition of modulated STDN signals; its sole purpose is to
prevent the receiver from locking onto the STDN 16 kHz subcarrier.

The coherent demodulator is employed to recover the data signals which are modulated
onto the received carrier. It can be configured as either a linear demodulator (STDN
signals) or a Costas PSK demodulator (TDRS signals). Demodulation also generates the
phase error signal used to lock up the receiver VCXO; it also generates the coherent
amplitude detector (CAD) signal which indicates receiver lock. The TDRS signals are
demodulated using a conventional linear phase lock loop.

In the normal configuration, the demodulated data (baseband) signals are sent to the
command detector unit. This unit contains a subcarrier demodulator and a bit
synchronizer. The subcarrier demodulator recovers the 2 kbps data from the STDN 16
kHz PSK subcarrier; it employs a frequency-doubling subcarrier recovery loop. The bit
synchronizer is an advanced design capable of recovering and reclocking data at three
different selectable data rates (2 kbps, 2 kbps/N and 2 kbps/M), where N and M may be
an integer from one to 16. Only 2 kbps is used for the IUS program.

The bit synchronizer also includes a combined squelch and bit synchronization lock
circuit which is insensitive to bit transition density. The outputs of the CDU are the data
and clock and an ACTIVATE (desquelch) signal. Upon command, the CDU is also
capable of demodulating an auxiliary 16 kHz PSK subcarrier signal.

The return link signal is provided by the transmitter, shown in the lower portion of
Figure 9. The STDN mode service consists of a 1.024 MHz PSK subcarrier for digital
telemetry, a 1.7 MHz subcarrier for analog telemetry, and the ranging signal. These signals
are assembled at baseband in the baseband conditioner unit and are used to modulate a



linear phase modulator operating at 1/4 the output frequency. This signal is frequency
multiplied X4; in the STDN mode, the inputs to the digital modulator are held to a logical
one. The signal is amplified to 3.0 watts nominal and passed through an isolator to the
output.

One of the salient features of the STDN/TDRS transponder is the capability to
automatically identify the format of the received signal (i.e., STDN versus TDRS) and to
configure the transponder to the appropriate mode. For example, if an STDN (or Orbiter)
signal appears and is recognized, the receiver VCXO select switch is switched directly to
allow the carrier loop to commence tracking. In either event, the receiver control algorithm
configures the command detector unit (CDU) to match the received signal (TDRS or
STDN), and also sends the lock-up information to the transmitter control algorithm
circuit. The transmitter is then reconfigured and switched to coherent, assuming that the
external TXR command is COHERENT. In the TDRS mode, this does not occur until
long (range) code lockup is verified.

In the STDN (and Orbiter) mode only, the requirement is to correctly acquire an STDN
signal modulated with a 16 kHz command subcarrier (but no range tones) and to achieve
this within 1/2 second at signal levels $ -117 dBm. The STDN signal may be swept or it
may be stationary. In this mode, the receiver VCXO select switch is set to permit the
receiver to sweep ±150 kHz every 300 ms. The demodulator is configured for linear. A
true lock indication is declared when both of the following conditions are achieved:

• The demodulator CAD indicates the presence of a CW signal within bandwidth
(±4 kHz)

• The discrminator indicates that this CW signal is not a sideband

The discriminator is thus used to prevent false lock on the STDN (or Orbiter) subcarrier.
It is equipped with a dual (±) threshold which indicates positive if the incoming carrier is
±16 kHz from the true receiver center frequency, as it would be if the receiver was
attempting to lock on to a subcarrier sideband.

If both of the above conditions are satisifed, the receiver select switch is positioned so
that coherent tracking commences. When tracking is verified, the carrier loop bandwidth
is narrowed to 800 Hz to prevent tracking out the 4 kHz range tone when it is turned on.

IUS/SHUTTLE ORBITER RF LINKS

One of the requirements for the RF link between the IUS and the Orbiter is that the link be
operational from a minimum range equivalent to IUS being in the payload bay of the



Orbiter to a range of 10 nmi. The resulting wide range in the RF signal levels requires
special considerations for protecting the STDN/TDRS and the SGLS transponder when
they are in the payload bay. Conversely, the PI receiver must also be protected. The
considerations pertaining to the short-range operation are discussed below.

A.   Payload Interrogator (PI) Transmitter to the IUS Receiver Link

The transmitter for the PI has the capability of being switched to a power output
compatible with the distance to the IUS. The power steps are 5W, 0.5W, and 0.0025W.
Since the cable loss is of the order of 9.8 dB, the payload antenna EIRP is +29.7 dBm,
+19.7 dBm, and -3.3 dBm. For the case of the IUS in the payload bay, the output power
should be set at the lowest power level (-3.3 dBm) to avoid the possibility of saturating or
damaging any of the IUS SGLS or STDN/TDRS transponders. At this level, the received
power at the SGLS receiver is -56.8 dBm, which is within the operating dynamic range of
threshold (approximately -120 dBm) to -40 dBm maximum. However, the other two
output power levels are -23.8 and -33.8 dBm, which exceed the upper limit of the SGLS
transponder specified dynamic range. Similar examination of the received signal power for
the NASA IUS with the STDN/TDRS transponder shows that the lowest PI output power
level must be used so that the IUS received power (-52.5 dBm) is less than -40 dBm (i.e.,
the upper limit of the specified dynamic range for the STDN/TDRS transponder).

B.   IUS Transmitter to Payload Interrogator Receiver Link

No adjustments are possible for controlling the output power of the IUS transmitter so
that the 20W (13 dBW) from the TWT results in 13.2W (11.2 dBW) being radiated into
the bay. Above -20 dBm, however, the receiver IF amplifier circuits begin to saturate.
Although this would not adversely affect demodulation of constant envelope signals, it
may cause receiver false-lock under certain conditions. Therefore, receiver operation with
signals higher than above -20 dBm is not recommended. At input signal levels of +10
dBm and higher, a preamplifier protective diode breakdown limiter becomes operative.
Purposeful receiver operation above +10 dBm is not recommended.

The PI received power from the IUS SGLS transponder at 3 m is estimated at -19.4 dBm.
Thus, the receiver IF amplifier will begin to saturate. Furthermore, this estimate of the
received power was calculated based on a -4.0 dB IUS pointing loss (worst case). If there
is no point pointing loss, the received power is -15.4 dBm and the PI IF amplifier could
be in saturation but there will be no damage to the PI receiver. Similarly, the PI received
power from the IUS STDN/TDRS transponder at 3 m is estimated to be at -13.6 dBm
including a -3.4 dB IUS pointing loss. Therefore, when at close range, the antenna
selection on IUS will be such as to keep the PI receiver out of saturation. Thus, there will
be no damage to the PI receiver at close ranges.



C.   IUS and Orbiter Received Power Versus Range

Figures 10 and 11 present, respectively, the IUS and Orbiter received power as a function
of range. Figure 10 presents the received power at the IUS SGLS and STDN/TDRS
transponders versus range for the three PI output power levels. The IUS transponder are
specified to achieve acquisition at a received power of -117 dBm in 0.5 sec with a
probability of 0.9 for a modulated signal. In terms of the Orbiter acquisition procedure, a
modulated signal would be present only during reacquisition. Therefore, the reacquisition
threshold for the SGLS transponder is reached at 5 nmi in the low-power mode, while the
STDN/TDRS transponder reaches the reacquisition threshold at 8.5 nmi in the low-power
mode. In the medium-power mode, the SGLS and STDN/TDRS transponders reach the
reacquisition threshold at 24 nmi and 36 nmi, respectively. Considering the range
limitations due to performance, one determines the received power at which the system
operates with zero margin. We call such points ZPMO in Figures 10 and 11. Thus, as
seen from Figure 10, the ZPMO for the STDN transponder is outside the range for
acquisition. Thus, the STDN range is reacquisition limited rather than performance limited.

For the SGLS, we have a ZPMO range of 14 nmi with medium-power PI transmission.
Therefore, for either transponder, the 10 nmi operating range requirement can be Mt with
medium-power PI transmissions.

The power received by the PI versus the range to CIU is presented in Figure 11. As can
be seen from the figure, the reacquisition threshold is far above the zero margin
performance (ZPMO) for both the SGLS and STDN/TDRS transponder transmissions. It
can also be seen from Figure 11 that the 10 nmi operating range requirement is met for
both transponders in the digital telemetry mode.

CONCLUSIONS

The Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) system will be used by DOD and NASA for space vehicle
(S/V) launches from the Shuttle Orbiter. The communication equipment to support these
launch missions consists of (1) Shuttle Orbiter on-board equipment, and (2) IUS on-
board transponders compatible with either SGLS (DOD) or STDN (NASA) signal
formats. This equipment has, as described in our paper, sufficient capability to provide
two-way transponded communication for an IUS/Orbiter range of 10 mni (minimum) for
commands and digital telemetry modes.
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 Table 1.  NASA Command System Parameters

Subcarrier Frequency
Bit Rates
Eb/N0 for Pb

e = 1 x 10-5

16 kHz, sinewave
2000 ÷ 2 N bps, N= 0,1,2,...,8
10.5 dB



Table 2.  Ku-Band Signal Processor Data Characteristics

Processor Interface Type Rate or Bandwidth

FORWARD LINK
Operations Data - NSP(1,2)
Command/Text & Graphics - NSP
(1,2) and Text & Graphics

Command/DOD Payload Command
Data - NSP(1,2)/CIU

Digital
Digital

Digital

32,72,96,219 kbps (Manchester)
72 kbps Command
128 kbps Text & Graphics
16 kbps Frame Sync (Manchester)
72 kbps Command
128 kbps DOD Payload
16 kbps Frame Sync (Manchester)

RETURN LINK
CHANNEL 1 (MODE 1/MODE 2)
Operations Data - NSP(1,2) Digital 129 kbps (Manchester)

CHANNEL 2 (MODE 1/MODE 2)
Payload Recorder (PR)
Operations Recorder (OR)
Payload low data rate - PSP
(1,2) or Attached Payload
Interface (API)
PI(1,2) low data rate

Digital
Digital
Digital

Digital/Analog

25.5-1024 kbps (Manchester)
25.5-1024 kbps (Manchester)
16-2000 kbps (NRZ)
16-1024 kbps (Manchester)

16-2000 kbps (NRZ)
16-1024 kbps (Manchester)
0-2 MHz

CHANNEL 3 (MODE 1)
Attached Payload Interface
(API)

Digital 2-50 Mbps (NRZ)

CHANNEL 3 (MODE 2)
PI(1,2) high data rate

Attached Payload Interface

Video Interface Unit

Digital/Analog

Digital/Analog

Analog

16-4000 kbps (NRZ)
0-4.5 MHz
16-4000 kbps (NRZ)
0-4.5 MHz
0-4.5 MHz



Figure 1. Inertial Upper Stage/Shuttle Orbiter Subsystems and Interfaces



Figure 2.  Payload Interrogator Functional Block Diagram

Figure 3.  NASA Payload Signal Processor Functional Block Diagram



Figure 4A.  Command Tone Modulation Envelope

Figure 4B.  Communication Interface Unit Functional Block Diagram



Figure 5.  Ku-Band Signal Processor Forward Link Functional Block Diagram



Figure 6.  Ku-Band MODE 1 Three-Channel Downlink Modulation

Figure 7.  Ku-Band MODE 2 Three-Channel Downlink Modulation



Figure 8.  SGLS Transponder Functional Block Diagram

Figure 9.  IUS STDN/TDRS Transponder Functional Block Diagram
 



Figure 10.  IUS Received Power Versus Range for Each PI Output Power Setting

Figure 11.  PI Received Power Versus Range from IUS




